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30 MINUTES TO INTRODUCE AI TO KIDS



The Catavento Museum in São Paulo, Brazil 
Museum devoted to science, with a hands-on space 
aiming to provide social & educational experiences.

• 250 exhibits + 11 closed session 
exhibits

• 700K visitors per year

• 42 guided school visits: 
3 sessions per visit,
30-40 min each session



• Include

• Connect   

• Science as a familiar subject

• Instigate   

• Create   

• Explorer

• Interact  

• Enchant

Visitor’s experience



Starting with a space + an interactive exhibit

5x7m space at Catavento

+

Santiagos exhibit at Itau Cultural
[ H. Candello et al. "The Effect of Audiences on the User Experience 
with Conversational Interfaces in Physical Spaces." CHI 2019.]



From literature to AI



Explain and bring awareness about what AI is. 

Hands-on exhibit for K-12 kids who can read and write.

For what?

How?

What?

Introducing AI to 30,000 kids every year.

Teaching AI to Kids: Exhibit Goals

Providing a sandbox for teaching experiments in AI.



• history of AI
• how neural networks work
• how AI may transform 

work and society
• issues of bias and privacy

... to AI for citizenshipfrom how AI works ...

What to teach about AI to kids?

• minimum understanding of AI to 
enable citizens to make better 
decisions about AI and society

• questioning of the black-box 
nature of many AI systems



What kids should learn about AI to inform
their decisions about its use in society?

1. AI systems use knowledge acquired from human beings.
2. AI systems do not know everything and make mistakes.

3. AI systems are corrected and improved by human beings.



Inspired by pioneer work of IBM ...



A Q&A game show based on the knowledge
about science the kids have just learnt ...

Aabhas Sharma

I know that one! The 
virus integrates itself to the 
DNA of the infected cell.

How a virus 
infects the 

body?

I may know 
that one! Each 
time a cell divides, 
it carries the DNA 
of the virus. That one I do 

not know…  But 
you can ask about 
comets.



... where the bots can be taught what they do not know



The bots talk to each other when 
there is not anyone interacting 
with the exhibit.

Multiple versions according to the audience

OFFLINE MODE

Spontaneous visitors can be part 
of bots conversation and 
suggest topics and ask questions 
about the museum content. 

SPONTANEOUS VISITORS

Guided school visitors will teach the 
bots to help improve the bot’s 
performance. Visitors are divided into 
3 groups and bots compete to give 
the answer and earn points.

TEACHING MODE – GUIDED VISIT



Research activities

Design Fiction 
and pilot studies

Semi-structured interviews
with museum guides 

Semi-structured interviews with
museum guide supervisors

Observation studies at the 
museum environment

Datathon – chatbot training 
session to build corpus

Observation studies 
of guided sessions



Exploring the teaching version
with theatrical workshops



Publications about design process

RESEARCH POSTER PRESENTATION DESIGN © 2015

www.PosterPresentations.com

How do domain experts with a minimal understanding of machine learning
expect to teach a machine their discipline? This paper describes a
study with museum guides asked to imagine how to teach
a companion chatbot. Based on the thematic network analysis of their
answers, five basic teaching paradigms were identified which seem to reflect
their different mental models of the machine.
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Figure 1: Museum guides with a group of visitors.

Catavento is a museum devoted to science located in São Paulo, Brazil. Its
mission is to educate by enchanting all of its visitors in science topics such as
biology, material sciences, and physics throughout more than 250 exhibits
spread across three floors of a late 19th century castle-like building. Besides
traditional walk-in visitors, the museum also provides visit tours for groups of
20 to 22 students who follow a guide across the museum and learn about
selected exhibits. When a group of visitors arrives a museum guide is selected
to lead the tour to specific museum areas, explain the exhibit, talk about the
topics related to the area being visited, and answer questions. The museum
provides about 42 guides visits per day served by a rotating staff of 120
museum guides, which are undergraduate intern students who received
training on how to perform the guided visits.

THE CONTEXT: SCIENCE MUSEUM

In November 2018, 30 museum guides participated in the experiment. They
were between 19 to 25 years and graduate students in Chemistry and
Biology. Half of the participants have been working in the museum for more
than ten months and the remainder for less than six months. Participants
were expert guides in two of the museum spaces: the Life space, covering
themes such as the origin of life and biodiversity; and the Earth space,
consisting of topics such as chemical elements.
They were divided into 15 dyads, sharing a computer, pairing guides with less
experience with ones with more (Figure 2). This mix gave a fresh view of the
experience from the novice guides to the experienced ones. Each pair had to
come to an agreement about how to answer the two following questions:

THE EXPERIMENT

How would you validate the robot learned enough to 
answer a museum visitor?

How would you teach a topic from your museum 
section to a future guide robot?

(RQ1) 

(RQ2) 

Teaching machines in 
Museum settings

Inquiring methods 

Machine capabilities 

Teacher beliefs

Gradual procedures

The analytical approach highlighted the expectations participants had when
invited to discuss this activity. According to our global theme, machine
teaching is based on teacher beliefs about machine learning capabilities and
evaluation outcomes.
Participants when envisioning themselves as machine teachers created
several myths, speculations, and assumptions on how a student machine
works and its capabilities. Those mental models of future teachers influenced
the way they reported teaching procedures and machine learning evaluation
outcomes.

MACHINE TEACHING EXPECTATIONS

Figure 2: Thematic Network for Machine Teaching expectations of Museum Guides.

The organizing themes in many ways suggest the kind of mental model of the
machine the participants seemed to have when being in the role of machine
teachers. This is captured by the 5 teaching paradigms: Multiple-choice
questions, Pairs of examples, Text interpretation, Key-words and Incremental
teaching. All the teaching paradigms are conversational system-based.

TEACHING PARADIGMS

This experiment has provided initial insights on the teaching paradigms which
reflect the participants’ mental models, which later may be assimilated by
machine learning algorithms through machine teaching systems.
For instance, for paradigms 1 and 2 a broader choice of machine learning
algorithms are applicable (for instance, neural networks), which may result in
accurate chatbots. On the other hand, paradigm 4 allows for systems where
decisions can be more explainable, using for example, decision trees and
näive Bayes classifiers. We are also conducting design fiction studies with the
museum guides to further their expectations, values, and concerns about
teaching machines.

FURTHER WORK

More information: Heloisa Candello, Research Scientist, hcanadello@br.ibm.com
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Proposed design of the physical space



DESIGN OF SCENIC SPACECenographic concepts (studies)



Lab prototype



Experience demo and field studies



Roadmap of the exhibit

• testing, redesigning, testing, redesigning ...

• opening in March of 2020

• starting development of companion 
material for teachers
• working with IBM Corporate Citizenship to 

create an outreach program for schools



“Children shall leave the exhibit having a sense 
that an AI system is not a perfect, magic black box 
which solves problems better than people, but in fact 
that AI mimics the imperfection of human beings
and of our society, and therefore should be 
questioned and controlled by its citizens.”

What kids should learn in 30 minutes about AI?



Thanks!
Claudio Pinhanez

IBM Research Brazil – Conversational Intelligence
csantosp@br.ibm.com

linkedin.com/in/pinhanez/



Digital architecture

Watson Assistant

Speech to Text

Text to Speech

SDK for Node.js

Compose for Elasticsearch

Processing

Raspberry Pi

Android SDK

Watson Developer Cloud

Others:


